










The sampling sorting ranking and depth of a sampleThe sampling, sorting, ranking and depth of a sample. 

From the population of N = 59 values of the melting point of wax (°C), 
m p = 63 00 + x/100m.p. = 63.00 + x/100, 

the random sample of n = 11 values is taken by the selection of every fifth value. 
The order statistic x(i), the upward rank , the downward rank , and the depth Hi

of the ith statistic x are shownof the ith statistic xi, are shown.



Dot diagram (x-axis x values, y-axis is a level y = 0) shows:
(a) the dot diagram with median M, 
F (lower) and F (upper) quartilesFL (lower) and FU (upper) quartiles, 

inner BL (lower) and BU (upper) bounds, 
and outer VL (lower) and VU (upper) bounds, 

(b) the area of outliers: A close outliers, B near far outliers, C far outliers.





Outliers are points beyond the inner bounds.









RR (0.75) (0.25)FR x x= −(0.75) (0.25)FR x x= −

(x-axis: the cumulative (order) probability Pi, y-axis: the order statistic x(i)).
(1) the classical estimators of μ and σ2 (and = s2)(1) the classical estimators of μ and σ2 (and  = s2), 
(2) the robust estimators of μ and σ2 (and  = (RF/1.349)2) where interquantile range is
.

(0.75) (0.25)FR x x= −



Quantile plot 
(x-axis: the cumulative order probability Pi, ( p y i

y-axis: the order statistic x(i)) for samples with

(a) norm, symmetric (normal), and ( ) , y ( ),
(b) log, asymmetric (log.-normal) distributions.







One-dimensional scatter plot



5-number summary overview of letter values





Construction of a notched box-and-whisker plot p
(x-axis: x values, y-axis: any interval) for samples with 

(a) norm, symmetric (normal), and ( ) , y ( ),
(b) log, asymmetric (log.-normal) distributions. 

Black dots indicate outliers.









Quantile-box plot

Construction of the quantile-box plot 
(x-axis: the order probability P y-axis: the order statistic x )(x-axis: the order probability Pi, y-axis: the order statistic x(i)). 

The dot diagram (left) and the notched box-and-whisker plot (right) are for comparison.



The quantile-box plot 
(x-axis: the order probability Pi(x axis: the order probability Pi, 

y-axis: the order statistic x(i)) for samples with

(a) norm symmetric (normal) and(a) norm, symmetric (normal), and 
(b) log, asymmetric (log.-normal) distributions









A Kernel estimation of probability density
(x-axis: the variable x, y-axis: the probability density function f(x) (...) and(x axis: the variable x, y axis: the probability density function f(x) (...) and

the normal probability density function (---)) for samples with

(a) norm, symmetric (normal), and( ) , y ( ),
(b) log, asymmetric (log.-normal) distributions.



The histogram, frequency polygon, bar chart 
and rootogramg

(x-axis: the variable x; y-axis: the probability density function ) 





Histogram 
(x-axis: the variable x; y-axis: the probability density function )(x-axis: the variable x; y-axis: the probability density function ) 

for samples with

(a) norm symmetric (normal) and(a) norm, symmetric (normal), and
(b) log, asymmetric (log.-normal) distributions.



Quantile-quantile plot (Q-Q plot)
(x-axis: the quantile QS(Pi); y-axis: the order statistic x(i))



( ) S ( )i ix Q RQ P= +( )

Distribution FT(s) fT(s) y X

lRectangular S 1 x(i) Pi

Exponential 1 — exp (-s) exp (-s) x(i) -ln (l - Pi)

Normal Φ(s) (2π)-1/2exp (0.5s2) x(i) Φ-1(Pi)

Laplace x<Q 0.5 exp (s) 0.5 exp (s) x(i) ln (2Pi) for Pi ≤ 0.5

L l >Q 0 5 [2 ( )] 0 5 ( ) l (2(1 P )) f P > 0 5Laplace x>Q 0.5 [2 – exp (-s)] 0.5 exp (-s) x(i) -ln (2(1 - Pi)) for Pi > 0.5

Log-normal Φ[ln (s)] (2π)-1/2exp (-0.5 ln s2) x(i) exp (Φ-1(Pi)







The rankit plot or the normal probability plot, 
(x axis: the standardised normal quantile(x-axis: the standardised normal quantile, 

y-axis: the order statistic x(i)) for samples with

(a) norm, symmetric (normal), and
(b) log, asymmetric (log.-normal) distributions.



Circle plot
(x-axis, y-axis: components of random vectors)( , y p )

The circle plot for samples with

(a) norm, symmetric (normal), and
(b) og, asymmetric (log.-normal) distributions.



DATA TRANSFORMATION
Scheme of an application of power and Box-Cox data transformations.



Transformation for symmetry is carried out by a simple power 
transformationtransformation

xλ for parameter λ > 0
y = g(x) = ln x for parameter λ = 0y = g(x) = ln x for parameter λ = 0
-x-λ for parameter λ < 0.

Box-Cox family of transformations defined as
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In many sample distributions can be transformed to approximate normality 
by use of Box-Cox family of transformations. 



Hines-Hines selection plot  and
Plot of the logarithm of the likelihood function

(x-axis: the parameter λ; y-axis: the logarithm of the likelihood function ln L) 

D t i ti f λ f Hi Hi Pl t f th l ith f i lik lih dDetermination of λ from a Hines-Hines
selection graph (x-axis: the ratio , y-axis: 
the ratio ).

Plot of the logarithm of maximum likelihood
(x-axis: the parameter λ; y-axis: the
logarithm of the likelihood function ln L).



























Conclusion: The quantile measures of spread and shape (the 
values for the Box-Cox transformed data when λ = 1.50 arevalues for the Box Cox transformed data when λ  1.50  are 
given in green brackets). 

Quantile P Midsum Skewness Tails length of

the sample the normal 
distribution distribution

Quartile 0.25 2.090 0.105 0.000 0.000

(1.354) (0.094) (0.000) (0.000)
Octile 0.125 2.098 0.048 -1.025 0.578

(1.378) (0.028) (-0.037) (0.517)
Sedecile 0.0625 2.026 0.099 0.125 0.801

(1.305) (0.068) (0.725) (0.801)
The sample batch deviates from normality, and this has significant influence 

on the measures of location and spreadon the measures of location and spread. 
The robust quantile or re-transformed estimators seem to be more suitable 

for these data.

































Conclusion:























The analysis of small samples
a) The analysis of small samples is not reliable and results are usually rather uncertaina) The analysis of small samples is not reliable and results are usually rather uncertain. 
b) Small samples are used in cases when experiment repetition is expensive or scarcely 
possible.

For n = 2: The 100(1 - α)% confidence interval of the mean μ may
be calculated by an approximation

1 2 1 21 2 1 2

2 2 2 2
x x x xx x x xT Tα αμ
− −+ +

− ≤ ≤ +

For the normal distribution Tα = cotg(πα/2), for α = 0.05,Tα =12.71. For the rectangular
distribution T0.05 = 19.

2 2 2 2

For n = 3: The 100(1 - α)% confidence interval of the mean μ is
then calculated by an approximationthen calculated by an approximation

´ / 3  ´ / 3x s T x s Tα αμ− ≤ ≤ +
For the normal distribution, α = 0.05 T’α = 4.30. For the rectangular distribution T’0.05 =
5.74.

α αμ



Horn´s procedure for 4 ≤ n ≤ 20
Procedure based on order statistics. 

1) W it th t bl f d t ti ti1) Write the table of order statistics.

2) The pivot depth is expressed by H = int[(n + l)/2]/2 or H =2) The pivot depth is expressed by HL = int[(n + l)/2]/2 or HL = 
int[(n + l)/2 + l]/2 according to which of the HL is an integer. 

3) The lower pivot is xL = x(H) and the upper one is xU = x(n+1-H). 

4) Th ti t f th t f l ti i th d b4) The estimate of the parameter of location is then expressed by 
the pivot half sum

0 5( )P 0.5( )L L UP x x= +



5) The estimate of the parameter of spread is expressed by the 
pivot range

L U LR x x= −
6) The random variable

L L UP x x+
2( )

L L U
L

L U L

P x xT
R x x

+
= =

−
has approximately a symmetric distribution and its quantiles are 
given in Table.

( )L U L

g

7) The 95% confidence interval of the mean is expressed by 
pivot statistics as

( ) ( )P R t n P R t nμ− ≤ ≤ +,0.975 ,0.975 ( )  ( )L L L L L LP R t n P R t nμ− ≤ ≤ +



Table :The quantile  of the Horn-distribution,1 ( )Lt nα−

1 - α

N
0.9 0.95 0.975 0.99 0.995

4 0 477 0 555 0 738 1 040 1 3314 0.477 0.555 0.738 1.040 1.331

5 0.869 1.370 2.094 3.715 5.805

6 0.531 0.759 1.035 1.505 1.968

7 0.451 0.550 0.720 0.978 1.211

8 0.393 0.469 0.564 0.741 0.890

9 0.484 0.688 0.915 1.265 1.575

10 0.400 0.523 0.668 0.878 1.051

11 0 363 0 452 0 545 0 714 0 85911 0.363 0.452 0.545 0.714 0.859

12 0.344 0.423 0.483 0.593 0.697

13 0.389 0.497 0.608 0.792 0.945

14 0.348 0.437 0.525 0.661 0.776

15 0.318 0.399 0.466 0.586 0.685

16 0.299 0.374 0.435 0.507 0.591

17 0.331 0.421 0.502 0.637 0.774

18 0 300 0 380 0 451 0 555 0 650



Exercise B3.01 Estimate of median value of haptoglobin in human
blood serum (Horn)
The concentration of haptoglobin in human blood serum was measured
in eight adult individuals. Calculate estimates for median value,
parameter of variance and 95% interval of reliability of median valueparameter of variance, and 95% interval of reliability of median value.
Examine whether this sample comes from a logarithmic-normal
distribution. Also apply Horn’s procedure (pg. 51 in [14]).pp y p (pg [ ])
Data: Concentration of haptoglobin [g. l-1] in human blood serum:
1.82, 3.32, 1.07, 1.27, 0.49, 3.79, 0.15, 1.98.





Problem 3.20 Determination of nicotine by GC
The nicotine content in blood can be determined by gas chromatography down to
concentrations of 1 ng/ml Test the accuracy and precision of the determination of anconcentrations of 1 ng/ml. Test the accuracy and precision of the determination of an
artificial sample containing 10 ng/ml and the second sample with 50 ng/ml. Does the
reliability of the determination depend on the concentration? 
Data: Sample A: = 10 ng/ml, n = 12, α = 0.05: 8.40, 9.59, 9.38, 9.10, 10.78, 11.41,Data: Sample A: 10 ng/ml, n 12, α 0.05: 8.40, 9.59, 9.38, 9.10, 10.78, 11.41,
9.94, 10.08, 12.11, 9.10, 9.59, 10.36.

Sample B: = 50 ng/ml, n = 10, α = 0.05: 47.5, 48.4, 48.8, 48.4, 46.8, 46.2,
48.6, 50.6, 45.5, 46.1., , ,
Program: ADSTAT or QC-EXPERT: Basic Statistics: One sample analysis.
Solution: Since the samples contain small numbers of measurements, we use the pivot
technique.
a) For sample A: HL = 3, PL = 9.94, RL = 1.68, and the 95% confidence interval of the
mean is 9.13 < μ < 10.75. This confidence interval contains the value 10, so the gas
chromatography technique can be used for correct determination of a concentration of
10 ng/ml of nicotine in blood.

b) For sample B: HL = 3, PL = 47.4, RL = 2.4 and the 95% confidence interval of the
i 45 79 49 00 Thi fid i t l d t t i th t l 50mean is 45.79 < μ < 49.00. This confidence interval does not contain the true value 50,

so the gas chromatography technique for this concentration of nicotine in blood exhibits
a systematic negative error.

Conclusion: Sample A is determined accurately, but sample B is determined with a
systematic error.
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